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Good day, Commissioner Johnson. My name is Cathy Chin and I am here on behalf of the Alliance for the 
Betterment of Citizens with Disabilities comprised of 58 member agencies, providing community services 
for individuals with developmental disabilities at every stage of life and at every level of independence.  
Thank you for affording me this opportunity to share our thoughts as you begin internal deliberations for 
the proposed FY ’21 Budget.  It means a lot to us to be a part of your process. 
 
Honoring the desires of the individual is vastly different from putting them into a facility and then giving 
them whatever the facility has available. Here is an individual. What do they want to achieve in their life? 
What can we do to help them achieve this? 
 
Person-centered thinking has transformed New Jersey’s system of care. But that system of care must be 
adequately funded and should not and does not need to wait entirely for the specifics calculated by the 
Task Force, because we all know it is under resourced.  We’ve known since 2014 that the benchmark 
year for the current rates is 2008 and that except for the minimum wage increases for DSPs, our system 
of care has not had an increase in over a decade. 
 
Provider rates need to increase to pay for: 
 

• Overhead and operational costs 
 

• Good managers who have the greatest impact on the performance of the system.  Currently I 
have reports that managers are demoting themselves to DSPs because the salary differential has 
decreased and they can collect overtime.  Without good managers, the system of care doesn’t 
work 
 

• A wage that reflects the responsibilities of the DSPs 
 

• Absenteeism in our day programs. Though the transition has enabled many to bill at a higher 
rate, clients with high tiers have greater medical needs which conversely leads to more missed 
program dates due to illness and medical appointments.  ABCD providers report receiving an 
average of 15% less under Fee for Service than under contract.  The current situation is not 
viable, the loss is too great and individuals in higher tiers are demanding more services; less 
likely to “subsidize” the parts of the system that are underfunded. 
 

Rates must also increase for the Support Coordinators.  When DDD realized the importance of these care 
managers as the lever of choice and control, advocacy and oversight in the person-centered system, they 
self-corrected the educational requirement, but have yet to do so with the fee. Care coordination is too 
important to do poorly; time to right the rate. 
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Poverty issues disproportionately impact people affected by disability. We ask you to consider policies 
and funding that ensure: 
 

• Housing that is affordable and accessible and near employment centers. You can’t live in the 
community without a place to call home; 

 

• Transportation to enable people to access jobs and programs and life in the community; 
 

• Supportive employment for those most likely to be ready for employment (Tier A and B rates are 
unsustainable) and for individuals with significant developmental disabilities; 
 

• Communication about available government programs and services so that people will 
themselves know how to access entitlements.  
 
 

We don’t need a Task Force to tell us this model cannot sustain itself on 2008 dollars nor should its 
existence be a barrier to infusing necessary resources into it. We need your leadership to properly 
resource our person-centered system of care. 
 
Thank you for your time and consideration. 
 


